Overcoming the Tumor Microenvironment with STING Agonism: Lessons Learned from Viruses
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Abstract

The stimulator of interferon genes (STING) is a cytosolic protein that plays a significant role in immunity to viruses and other intracellular microorganisms. STING acts as a sensor for cytosolic nucleic acids, that after recognition trigger the production of type I interferons and inflammatory chemokines, via IRF3 and STAT6. During antigen presentation by dendritic cells, type I interferons promote the establishment of protective CTL responses. Recent evidence has suggested that STING also play an important role in atherothrombosis. Susceptible to pharmacological activation, the agonism of STING alone or in combination with other therapies showed complete regression of poorly immunogenic tumors, a remarkable efficacy that highlights a new era in cancer immunotherapy. This article reviews recent and promising work on pharmacological activation of STING and provide insight for the rational design of human STING agonists.
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Introduction

The stimulator of interferon genes (STING) is a cytosolic protein that in humans is encoded by the TMEM173 gene. It plays a significant role in immunity to viruses and other intracellular microorganisms, acting as a cytosolic sensor for nucleic acids [1,2]. After recognition of DNA in the cytosol, STING re-localizes and binds the TANK-binding kinase 1, TBK1, which phosphorylates the transcription factors IRF3 and STAT6. After activation, IRF3 and STAT6 form dimmers that translocate to the nucleus, inducing the transcription of type I interferons and chemokine genes [3].

Type I interferons are the first line of defense during a virus infection. Having an autocrine and paracrine activity, they allow the infected cells to clear the pathogen while amplifying their effect to surrounding cells [4]. In STING-knockout mouse serum, lower titers of IFN-α and IFN-β were found after HSV-1 and VSV infection, associated with defective virus clearance and poor survival rates [5].

STING is found in a variety of cells, both immune and non-immune. Within the immune system, STING is overexpressed in antigen presenting cells (APCs) such as monocytes and dendritic cells (DCs) [6]. When a virus infects an APC, type I interferons produced following STING activation will induce the upregulation of antigen processing and presenting machinery [7]. During antigen presentation by DCs, type I interferons will promote the polarization of Th1 responses and favor cross-presentation to CD8+ T cells [4]. STING-deficient mice infected with baculovirus were unable to produce IFN-γ and prime CTLs [7]. Additionally, after immunization with an ovalbumin DNA vaccine, the frequency of CD8+ IFN-γ+ T cells in the spleen of STING-deficient-mice was significantly decreased [5].

Discussion

Similar to viruses, STING-deficient mice do not properly promote CTL responses during tumor challenges. Recent work has been shown that DCs can detect tumor DNA through a mechanism mediated by STING. DCs from mice lacking STING exhibited defective CD8+ T cell priming after tumor challenge. Moreover, treatment with anti-CTLA-4 plus anti-PD-1 loses effect in these mice [8]. STING-deficient mice were also resistant
to the radiation-induced antitumor effect of immunogenic death [9].

Currently, there is a growing interest to manipulate the STING pathway to treat disease. Proof of concept for pharmacologic agonism of STING was published recently. Using in vitro and in vivo models of HBV infection, it was found that macrophages induced a robust type I interferon production which suppressed viral replication in hepatocytes, after treatment with an agonist of mouse STING, the chemotherapeutic drug 5,6-dimethylxanthone-4-acet i d (DMXAA) [10]. In murine models of acute myeloid leukemia and melanoma, DMXAA treatment resulted in the expansion of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells with an extraordinary capacity of IFN-γ production. Tumor re-challenge and even distant metastases were also rejected [11,12].

Structural differences within murine STING and human STING explain why DMXAA is not able to bind or activate human STING [3,13]. Thus, the design and develop of human STING agonists is needed. Recently, synthetic STING agonists demonstrated to enhance antitumor efficacy of a GM-CSF vaccine. Treated mice upregulated the number of infiltrating CD8+ IFN-γ+ cells within B16 tumors, which concomitantly increased expression of PD-L1. Combinations of the vaccine, STING agonist and anti-PD-1 therapy resulted in complete regression of poorly immunogenic CT26 tumors that did not respond to the anti-PD-1 therapy alone or in combination with the vaccine [14]. It is known that T cell-inflamed tumors are more likely to respond to checkpoint inhibitors, while non-T cell inflamed remain resistant [15]. The activation of the STING pathway in DCs will induce the production of CXCL9 and CXCL10, chemokines that will allow the influx of T cells into the tumors [12]. Since the pre-clinical validation of synthetic STING agonists has achieved remarkable therapeutic power, it is expected that their translation into the clinics turns established chemotherapy/immunotherapy-resistant tumors into treatable [12,14,16]. Certainly, decreased expression of STING within tumors was recently found to predict poor outcome and prognosis in cancer patients [17].

Finally, an additional and very interesting feature of STING is its recently discovered role in autophagy. During macrophage infection with Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the ubiquitin-mediated autophagy of bacterial DNA was mediated by STING [18]. Although, STING co-localizes with many autophagy proteins, it is not clear yet if its agonism will positively or negatively regulate autophagy [3]. Moreover, STING-regulated autophagy might have different outcomes in a cell type-dependent manner. Indeed, STING agonists could have a direct effect on the viability of tumor cells by undetermined mechanisms and small molecules have been shown to induce tumor cell death while activating DCs and macrophages [11,19]. This function of STING deserves further investigation.

Conclusion
A huge advance has been done to understand STING biology in the last years; however, many questions remain open and need to be solved in the bench before translating STING agonism to the bedside. Whether STING agonists will activate IRF3, STAT6 or both signaling pathways, resulting in different cytokine profiles and consequently activating different immunological outcomes; what timing for STING activation will trigger the best antitumor adaptive immune response; how STING roles in immunity and autophagy synergize for an optimal antitumor effect; what kind of tumors will benefit from STING-based immunotherapy and finally, what kind of drugs can increase their efficacy with STING adjuvant agonism to achieve the highest clinical benefit for patients. Based on antiviral immunity, a new and exciting era for anticancer immunotherapies just begins, in which pharmacological agonism takes the scene.
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